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Abstract 
Big Data, the new buzz word in the industry, is data that exceeds the processing and analytic capacity of conventional database 
systems within the time necessary to make them useful. With multiple data stores in abundant formats, billions of rows of data 
with hundreds of millions of data combinations and the urgent need of making best possible decisions, the challenge is big and 
the solution bigger, Big Data. Comes with it, new advances in computing technology together with its high performance analytics 
for simpler and faster processing of only relevant data to enable timely and accurate insights using data mining and predictive 
analytics, text mining, forecasting and optimization on complex data to continuously drive innovation and make the best possible 
decisions. While Big Data provides solutions to complex business problems like analyzing larger volumes of data than was 
previously possible to drive more precise answers, analyzing data in motion to capture opportunities that were previously lost, it 
poses bigger challenges in testing these scenarios. Testing such highly volatile data, which is more often than not unstructured 
generated from myriad sources such as web logs, radio frequency Id (RFID), sensors embedded in devices, GPS systems etc. and 
mostly clustered data for its accuracy, high availability, security requires specialization. One of the most challenging things for a 
tester is to keep pace with changing dynamics of the industry. While on most aspects of testing, the tester need not know the 
technical details behind the scene however this is where testing Big Data Technology is so different. A tester not only needs to be 
strong on testing fundamentals but also has to be equally aware of minute details in the architecture of the database designs to 
analyze several performance bottlenecks and other issues. Like in the example quoted above on In-Memory databases, a tester 
would need to know how the operating systems allocate and de-allocate memory and understand how much memory is being 
used at any given time. So, concluding, as the data- analytics Industry evolves further we would see the IT Testing Services 
getting closely aligned with the Database Engineering and the industry would need more skilled testing professional in this 
domain to grab the new opportunities. 
Keywords: Big Data, Testing, Verasity, Hadoop 
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1. Introduction  
Big data is not a single technology, technique or initiative; rather it is a trend across many areas of technology. It 
basically refers to those technologies and initiatives that involve data that is too diverse and fast-changing.  
Data that is continuously being generated from machines, sensors from Internet of Things, mobile devices, network 
data traffic, and application logs leads to the generation of the big data. To analyse and correlate the data sets of this 
exponentially growing data, the operational facts of data like volume, velocity, variety, variability and complexity 
need to considered. Various dimensions as well as data streams are mined to handle and store this voluminous 
amount of loosely structured or unstructured data [2].  
Whether we have to analyse zillions of Google search queries to predict a query of extreme relevance, or social 
network and phone comments to detect signs of terrorist activity, or zillions of airline stats to find the best time to 
buy plane tickets, data analytics is always required. In several surveys,  it has  been found that the present day 
scenario is that there are almost 7.2 billion digital, social and cell phone users, 100 TB of data is processed by 
Twitter every day, 600 TB of data is processed by Facebook every day and about 80% of this data is unstructured. 
So, need of an hour is to deal with this voluminous data efficiently so that powerful insights can be delivered to the 
whole world [2].  
The increasing amount of sensors deployed across various applications on the internet presents us with a significant 
challenge of processing the data quickly and accurately. Today more data cross the internet every second than were 
stored in the entire internet just 20 years ago. With so much data being produced every moment, it is impossible for 
humans to write every single rule for every single type of data to identify relevant information. Most of the events in 
this data are unknown, new, anomalous, and indescribable, and as a result, they go undetected until they become 
problematic. Thus it became an obsession for industries, researchers, government and the media to collect, analyse, 
audit, manage and testing of such complex quantities of data. As the amount of data is increasing, insecurity towards 
data is also increasing at alarming rates. Based on countless surveys conducted by industry and academia, it has 
been identified that there are several communities that are exploiting the relevance of big data. One of the major 
concerns for research fraternity is to identify if some of the data sets are behaving in an unusual way and from where 
are such sets generated. 
Comes with it, new advances in computing technology together with its high performance analytics for simpler and 
faster processing of only relevant data to enable timely and accurate insights using data mining and predictive 
analytics, text mining, forecasting and optimization on complex data to continuously drive innovation and make the 
best possible decisions. While Big Data provides solutions to complex business problems like analyzing larger 
volumes of data than was previously possible to drive more precise answers, analyzing data in motion to capture 
opportunities that were previously lost, it poses bigger challenges in testing these scenarios. Testing such highly 
volatile data, which is more often than not unstructured generated from myriad sources such as web logs, radio 
frequency Id (RFID), sensors embedded in devices, GPS systems etc. and mostly clustered data for its accuracy, 
high availability, security requires specialization. The proposal outlines the challenges, opportunities, techniques and 
scope of testing Big Data [3]. 
1.1 Need of testing in Big Data  
Big Data refers to collection of complex and large data sets whose size is beyond ability of traditional data 
processing applications and other relational database management tools to process, manage and capture the whole 
data within the desired span of time. Size of datasets used to categorize them as Big Data are not fixed and depends 
on size of the organization. Big Data is basically a general term which is used to describe structured, semi structured 
and unstructured data. Big data is an area that can potentially have significant adverse effects when implementation 
fails. Thus it puts additional pressure on the testing team to effectively prepare for a big data test effort. There are 
some key points that if taken care can lead testing team to success. Firstly Testers should be aware of the need of 
leveraging Big Data. They should increase their knowledge around data warehousing and business Intelligence 
testing and should understand the differences between them and Big Data. Secondly developers and architects 
should work together with testers to gain a leading edge. In Big Data testing we are talking about unstructured and 
dynamic data, file system and some new concepts like HADOOP, Cassandra etc. Thus Testers must be imparted 
knowledge about the framework being used. This will help Testers to test Big Data Appropriately.  
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1.2 Importance of Leveraging Big Data to Business  
Leveraging Big Data is important for business as its analysis includes analysis of new types of data which was never 
analysed before. This analysis provides an insight about how business operates and what customers are thinking.  
 
1.3 Business opportunities using Big Data:  
1. It helps in making better informed decision where prices, promotions, investments or any business decision can 
be improved if insight of all Big Data sources is available. 
2. It also helps in identifying hidden insights, which can be useful in identifying opportunities that can be found 
only by looking at detailed data.  
3. Automating business process where new technologies can be used to leverage Big Data. Thus allowing analysis 
of data to be built into process allows automated decision making of Business process.  
This helps in reducing rates of return, producing high quality product. It also helps in improving customers support. 
Thus proper analysis of Big Data will improve bottom line thus impacting overall profitability of business. 
 
&ODVVLF9¶VRI%LJ'DWD 
Big Data does not refer to only large data sets i.e. volume but also to data variety, velocity and veracity. These are 
DOVRFDOOHGWKHFODVVLF9¶VRI%LJ'DWD:KLOHWHVWLQJ%LJ'DWDWKHVHIRXUcomponents are to be validated to ensure 
that no quality or performance issues persist [4].  
Volume: One of the important characteristic of Big Data is it involves large amount of data. And the data is 
generated both inside and outside the organizations through web, IT infrastructure etc. and is increasing every year. 
Hence huge amount of data flows through systems and is to be tested and validated for its quality. Validating such a 
huge amount of data for its correctness is a very big challenge. It is also difficult to validate this huge data manually. 
For this validation purpose scripts can be written to compare the two sets of data. But still these compare tools are 
time consuming and this can be avoided by running all scripts in parallel i.e. data can be converted into desired 
format then by running multiple scripts in parallel it can be compared with actual data thus reducing time for 
validation of data.  
Velocity: This is another key element of Big Data which states the speed at which new data is getting generated (by 
increasing number of mobile users, internet users, social media technologies etc.) And the processing and real time 
analysis required deriving business value and benefiting from it. Generally greater is the velocity with which data 
can be analyzed bigger is the profit for the organization. Data speeds are basically considered where Big Data is 
used to overcome any performance related issues. Thus performance testing can be used to identify whether the 
system is capable of handling this high velocity data or not.  
Variety: Big Data comprises of large data sets which may be structured, semi structured or unstructured. Structured 
data is the data which comes from RDBMS databases or some structured files and is in a defined format. So it is 
easy to analyze and validate data using structured Queries. Whereas it is very difficult to analyze unstructured data 
ZKLFKPD\EH WH[W LPDJHVHWF LHGDWDFRPLQJ IURPVRFLDOQHWZRUNLQJVLWHVDV LW FDQ¶W EHGLUHFWO\TXHULHGXVLQJ
traditional tools. Thus for storing and analyzing unstructured data NoSQL databases are gaining importance.  
Veracity: Big Data environment involves huge amount of data coming from various sources. These environments 
may contain data which is repeated, un-verified, or not useful for any purpose etc. Increasing variety and velocity of 
data is a major challenge to data veracity in Big Data environment. Thus for usefulness of data it should be reliable 
and clean. Thus more time needs to be spent on making data clean and reliable for use.  
2. Methodologies for testing of Big Data  
With the ever increasing nature of data its analysis, storage, transfer, security, visualization and testing have always 
been an issue so, in regard with this issue we reviewed and compared several works, drawn from various areas of 
research.  
There is an immediate mapping between the information and their testing so; Mahesh Gudipati, Shanthi Rao, Naju 
D. Mohan and Naveen Kumar Gajja [7] introduced an organized testing methodology for both practical and non-
utilitarian prerequisites. They connected right test techniques and take after best practices to enhance the testing 
quality which helps in recognizing the deformities early and diminish general expense of usage.  
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It is obliged that associations put resources into building skillset both being developed and testing. Huge information 
testing will be particular stream and testing group ought to be constructed with assorted skillset including coding, 
white-box testing abilities and information examination aptitudes for them to perform a superior employment in 
distinguishing quality issues in information.  
Galit Shmueli, Mohit Dayal and Bhimasankaram Pochiraju [8], highlighted the deficiency of utilizing the little 
example approach for testing speculations with vast specimens, and all the more so to present a super-control 
substantial example approach that is all the more effective, productive, and proper. A measurements' percentage and 
other related writing displayed individual huge specimen issues (e.g., the invalidity of factual criticalness in huge 
examples), the discourse is regularly at the hypothetical level of asymptotic hypothesis and not identified with useful 
demonstrating. Incorporating asymptotic results with functional parts of Big Data prompts a model building and 
approval approach that varies from the traditional little information approach. Vast specimens are invaluable for 
testing theories because of high measurable power and diminished examining blunder characterized as littler sort I 
and II slip rates. They displayed that extensive specimens permit testing more pointed and more intricate theories, 
including numerous control variables, and measuring more unpretentious and uncommon connections; they offer 
enhanced heartiness checking, model legitimacy appraisal, and prescient force assessment, and permit deductions 
even in the vicinity of some abused model presumptions. The super-power methodology incorporates the whole 
information investigation process, from theory surrounding and study outline, through information investigation, 
displaying and determining conclusions. 
Mustafa Batterywala and Shirish Bhale [9] displayed the essential regions in a major information application that are 
essential possibility for execution testing like information ingestion limit and throughput, information handling 
limit, NoSQL frameworks, re-enactment of expected utilization, guide diminish employments et cetera. They 
introduced a percentage of the accessible devices that are fit for understanding the above difficulties and can be 
utilized for such execution testing needs. They additionally exhibited that how distinctive innovations like 
Cassandra, MongoDB, Hadoop and so on be checked and anxiety tried utilizing particular instruments set.  
Alexander Alexandrov, Christoph Brucke and Volker Markl [6] portrays the beginning arrangements and difficulties 
as for enormous information era, routines for making reasonable, security mindful, and subjectively versatile 
information sets, workloads, and benchmarks from certifiable information. They introduced that workloads 
presently talked about in the testing and benchmarking group don't catch the genuine unpredictability of enormous 
information and highlight a few examination challenges regarding hugely parallel information era and information 
portrayal. They displayed the methodology of Regression Testing of Big information frameworks. 
3. Problems faced for testing of Big Data 
Big Data is a collection of large and complex data sets. So in dealing with this huge amount of data and executing it 
on multiple nodes there is a higher risk of having bad data and even data quality issues may exist at every stage of 
the processing. Some of the needs are:  
1. Increasing need for integration of huge amount of data available: With multiple sources of data available, it has 
become important to facilitate integration of all data. But this integration forces organization to have constantly 
clean and reliable data and this can be ensured through end to end testing of all the data sources available.  
2. Instant Data Collection and Deployment issues: Data collection and live deployment is very important to meet 
business needs of an organization. But challenges like proper data collection etc. can be overcome only by 
testing the application before live deployment.  
3. Real-time scalability issues: Enormous Data Applications are assembled to coordinate the level of versatility 
included in a given situation. Basic mistakes in the structural components representing the configuration of Big 
Data Applications can prompt most exceedingly terrible circumstances. So in-your-face testing including 
information examining systems combined with top of the line execution testing capacities are vital to meet the 
versatility issues that Big Data Applications postures. 
 
3.1. Challenges in Testing of Big Data  
There are several challenges associated with Testing of Big Data Platform:  
Performance:  
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One characteristic of Big Data is that the data is highly volatile, which is more often unstructured in format 
generated from various sources such as web logs, sensors embedded in devices, GPS systems etc .and therefore any 
FRQYHQWLRQDO3HUIRUPDQFH7HVWLQJ3HUIRUPDQFH(QJLQHHULQJFRQFHSWVDUHRIQRJRRG:KDWKDVQ¶WFKDQJHGWKURXJK
is the Business need for making best possible decisions quickly. To go through and access detailed information 
needed from this huge volume of data that too at a very high speed with increase in the degree of granularity makes 
this challenge worse.  
Scalability:  
Scalability is the capacity of a framework to handle bigger workloads by extending the framework in a clear way. 
By and by, on the other hand, it is frequently difficult to anticipate the situations that will most profit by profoundly 
adaptable frameworks. Workloads can definitely extend because of business development, new application 
elements, and utilization examples To work with this tremendous volume of information obliges circulating parts of 
the issue to different machines/hubs to handle in parallel, information ought to have the capacity to scale quickly 
and rapidly over numerous server farms and cloud also if necessary. At whatever point/wherever various machines 
are utilized as a part of collaboration with each other, the likelihood of disappointments increments. In the event of 
different machine environment, disappointment is the primary concern about which designers stress. In the event 
that the machine has smashed, then there is no chance to get for the system to recuperate. Likewise Synchronization 
between numerous machines remains the greatest test. 
Continuous Availability and Data Security:  
,QWRGD\¶VZRUOGZKHQRUJDQL]DWLRQVUHO\RQGDWDWRJHQHUDWHUHYHQXHVIRUEXVLQHVVDSSOLFDWLRQVGDWDVKRXOGQHYHU
go down. It should be always available. In some NoSQL systems a certain amount of downtime is built in by 
default. Thus some approach is needed to overcome this challenge. Big Data contains massive amount of 
information, which may also contain personal ID information, account details, credit card data and some other 
sensitive information. Thus security of this sensitive information is needed. It possesses a major threat or challenge 
to secure all sensitive data because of this huge volume of data available. And most of the NoSQL Big Data 
solutions have very few mechanisms for securing Big Data.  
Meeting speed of data, understanding it and addressing data Quality:  
,QWRGD\¶VFRPSHWLWLYHHQYLURQPHQWLWLVUHTXLUHGWKDWFRPSDQ\VKRXOGEHFDSDEOHRITXLFNO\DQDO\]LQJDQGILQGLQJ
out relevant data needed by them for business purpose. Understanding Big Data is a big challenge as it is needed to 
get the data in right shape as required so that visualization can be used for data analysis. Addressing data quality is 
again a major challenge. As even if we can find and analyze data quickly it should be in proper format and context 
so that the targeted audience can easily consume it. If quality of data is not proper or accurate then it will affect 
decision-making capabilities of an organization.  
Node Failure:  
As in Big Data environment in case of Hadoop, Cassandra etc. architecture data is distributed across various nodes 
so there are chances of node failures like name node failure, data node failure and network failure. These node 
failures need to be handled carefully so as to prevent data from being unavailable even due to single node failure as 
it may result in big loss to Organizations depending on that data. Thus all Nodes of the architecture need to be tested 
against any kind of failure.  
4. Proposed Methodology  
Hadoop can be used to handle all issues related to bad data, or data quality issues etc. Hadoop overcomes all 
traditional limitations of storage and computation of huge volume of data as it supports any type of data and is open 
source. It is very cheap, simple and easy to use. As it allows working on multiple cluster nodes simultaneously so it 
offers linear scalability thus reducing scalability related issues.  
NoSQL solutions like Cassandra can be used to overcome performance issues, cost, high availability issues related 
to Big Data. Clustering can be used to overcome Scalability related issues. There are various solutions/testing 
approach has been proposed: 
 
4.1 Solution/Testing Approach to Performance Issues 
Following three solutions are most widely recommended by Database Engineers and Performance Testers to 
increase Performance significantly  
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Parallelism: Without parallelism, the execution of a product framework is constrained to the velocity of a solitary 
CPU. As of late, advances in single-CPU execution have hindered, unbalanced to the expanded number of centres 
per-machine now pressed into product servers. Equipment configuration manages that, to accomplish higher 
execution, a workload must be parallel. There are two essential ways that cutting edge databases accomplish 
parallelism: "Threading with locks and shared memory" Dividing the information into intelligent segments. In the 
first situation, various client operations are performed simultaneously, yet in the event that two operations require 
the same information, they must serialize. Threading unmistakably supports read overwhelming workloads. The 
second approach to accomplish parallelism is to intelligently segment application information. Here, work is 
separated in light of the information the work must get to. On the off chance that two operations require the same 
legitimate information, they still must serialize, yet numerous disagreeable worldwide structures, for example, 
records, can be part with the segments to enhance general throughput and accomplish requests of-greatness higher 
execution on compose overwhelming workloads. 
NoSQL provides a solution to this problem. NoSQL databases support all types of data. It is a next generation 
database management system that differs from relational databases in some significant ways like it does not supports 
ANSI SQL or joins operations. It attempts to solve all Big Data challenges and supports a less rigid and more 
G\QDPLFGDWDPRGHO ,W H[FHOVDW VWRULQJʊXQVWUXFWXUHGGDWD ,W DOVRSURYLGHV UHDG-anywhere and write-anywhere 
functionality. This allows data to be replicated to all other nodes and readily and quickly available to all accounts 
independent of their locations thereby increasing the performance of the data available. Cassandra is a NoSQL 
solution which can be suggested by a tester to accommodate large and complex requirements of Big Data 
workloads. It enables sub second response time with linear scalability so as to increase throughput linearly with the 
increased number of nodes and to deliver very high speed to customers.  
Indexing is another solution, which a Performance Engineer in Big Data Domain, may suggest to deal with 
performance related issues. Indexing is a way of sorting a number of records on multiple fields. Creating an index 
on a field creates another data structure which holds the field value and pointer to the record. NoSQL provides a 
separate database for indexing purpose. The index structure generated is kept in sorted format. As Big Data refers to 
huge amount of data which may be in any format, structured, unstructured or semi structured and if it is stored on 
any disk space then it is difficult to search any required information as it might need to follow linear search which 
requires N/2 accesses where N is the number of blocks created. But by using indexing technique they will be 
available in sorted format and Binary search can be used to access this data. And as data is sorted using non-key 
field thus rest table need not be searched. This increases the performance substantially. 
Nowadays there are too many NoSQL database, with different architecture and data structure. Irrespective of this 
they share one thing in common: Only search information from the keys. Solr work together with NoSQL database 
Cassandra called as Solandra, and joins two worlds in one application. The apache Solr is a java based open source 
search platform. It supports all types of data. Search is based on Indexing technique which increases the 
performance to a great extent. 
 
4.2 Solution/Testing Approach to Scalability Issues:  
Scalability issues can be resolved using following techniques.  
Clustering techniques: In clustering data is distributed to all nodes of a cluster as it is loaded in. Large data files are 
split into chunks which are handled by different nodes in a cluster. Each data chunk is replicated across multiple 
machines so that single machine failure should not lead to data unavailability. One example of Clustered database 
used to handle Big Data is Hadoop. In Hadoop HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) splits large amount of data 
into chunks which are handled by nodes in a cluster. Here file chunks are replicated across several machines 
forming a single namespace thus making the content universally acceptable. Hadoop requires very less or no 
UHIDFWRULQJZKHQVFDOLQJIURPWHQWRKXQGUHG¶VRUWKRXVDQG¶VRIPDFKLQHV 
Hadoop is specifically designed to have a very flat scalability curve. Once a Hadoop program is written and 
functioning on ten nodes, very little or no re-work is required for that same program to run on a much larger amount 
of hardware. Thus orders of magnitude of growth can be managed with little re-work required for any application. 
Adding nodes to the cluster can increase both the capacity and performance of the database.  
Data Partitioning: In Data apportioning, the System regards CPU centres as individual individuals from a group and 
spots legitimate allotments of information at each CPU. Informing between allotments is preoccupied so it lives up 
to expectations the same path over the system or over the neighbourhood transport. This methodology has a few 
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noteworthy focal points and a few trade-offs also. To start with, it scales well for bunches with numerous machines, 
for littler groups with numerous centres per machine, or for bigger numerous centre bunches. It is particularly 
favourable for compose substantial workloads, which are hard to bolster with normal reserving architectures. 
Evacuating the conflict and building organized lines of work, as opposed to stifle focuses, is a key piece of what 
permits Big-Databases to run maybe a couple requests of greatness quicker than different frameworks on the same 
equipment.  
All the more significantly, parcelling at the CPU level is structurally less complex and produces a more unsurprising 
execution profile. For Engineers utilizing this approach, the greater part of the information administration and 
control is done in lockfree, single-strung code. Other than velocity, this makes the code more solid and simpler to 
investigate. Grasping apportioning, even on a solitary machine, implies that applications are dealt with the same way 
regardless of how enormous they develop. 
Solution/Testing Approach to Continuous Availability and Data Security Issues:  
2QH VROXWLRQ WKDW D WHVWHU FDQ XVH ZKLOH FUHDWLQJ WKH HQYLURQPHQW LV WR JR IRU 'DWD6WD[ (QWHUSULVH¶V %LJ 'DWD
platform, which answers all Big Data challenges. It combines the scalability, high performance, tunable consistency 
and continuous availability of real-time Apache Cassandra with analytics powered by Apache Hadoop and 
enterprise search with Apache Solr, thereby creating an integrated secure platform for the Big Data enterprise 
workloads.  
Apache Cassandra: It is a second generation distributed key value store designed to handle very large amount of 
data spread across many distant servers providing high scalability and high availability without single point of 
failure and allowing replication across multiple data centers.  
Up-Scaling/Down-Scaling: Up-Scaling / Down-Scaling refers to the process by which database nodes are 
added/removed from the clustered environment at runtime based on the requirement of the data size. What the tester 
has to keep in mind while testing is what should be the apt combination of nodes that should be added or removed 
while scaling the environment. Another important factor that a tester must always be aware of is the Replication 
Factor for the environment.  
Replication is the process of storing copies of data on multiple nodes to ensure reliability and fault tolerance.  
Cassandra stores copies, called replicas, of each row based on row key. The tester sets the number of replicas in 
Replication factor for the environment under test. In addition to setting the number of replicas, this strategy sets the 
GLVWULEXWLRQ RI WKH UHSOLFDV DFURVV WKH QRGHV LQ WKH FOXVWHU GHSHQGLQJ RQ FOXVWHU¶V WRSRORJ\ 7KLV HQVXUHV KLJK
availability of the data even when certain number of nodes is down in the test environment.  
Hadoop Analytics in the Cloud  
It is an enhanced Hadoop distribution built into DataStax Enterprise that utilizes Cassandra for many of its core 
services. It provides integrated Hadoop, MapReduce, Hive, Pig, Mahout and job/task tracking capabilities, replacing 
+DGRRS¶V+')6VWRUDJHOD\HUZLWK&DVVDQGUDWKXVSURYLGLQJLQFUHDVHGUHOLDELOLW\DQGORZHUWRWDOFRVWRIRZQHUVKLS
than a traditional Hadoop solution.  
Another benefit of using Hadoop in DataStax Enterprise is that it eliminates all the complexities and single points of 
failure of the typical Hadoop HDFS system. 
Apache Cassandra meets all the Big Data challenges as it provides:  
Transparent elasticity- As Cassandra has Peer-to-peer architecture thus it makes scaling out in an online fashion 
very easy.  
Transparent scalability- It provides Linear performance gains delivered through node additions.  
High availability- It has No single point of failure thus data is highly available all the time  
Easy data distribution- It provides replication among one or more data centers thus providing easy distribution of 
data.  
Support for all data formats- It supports all varieties of data may it be Structured, semi-structured, or unstructured.  
Data Security- It also provides built in security features like internally managed authentication, external 
authentications, client to node encryption, and transparent data encryption at column family level, internal 
authorization and data auditing.  
Low cost- Apache Cassandra is free/open source thus cost involved is very less.  
Other benefits of this DataStax enterprise are that it completely reduces the need for complex extract-transform -
load operations needed to move data from real time systems to database as here data is automatically replicated 
among real time and analytic nodes.  
Use file layer Encryption: Another system for information security that can be proposed by an analyser is File 
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encryption which ensures against two aggressor strategies. Encryption secures information if noxious clients or 
heads obtain entrance to information hubs and straightforwardly assess records, and renders stolen documents or 
duplicated plate pictures confused. Likewise File layer encryption gives predictable security crosswise over diverse 
stages paying little mind to OS/stage/stockpiling sort. Encryption does meet necessities for Big Data security ² it is 
straightforward to both Hadoop and calling application. This is a financially savvy approach to address a few 
information security dangers. Here analyser needs to watch that Encryption utilized is tight and not effortlessly 
decodable 
Solution/Testing Approach to Meet speed of data, understanding it and addressing data Quality Issues:  
One possible solution to meet speed of data is using hardware. Increased memory and powerful parallel processing 
can be done quickly crunch large volume of data. Also People hired for analyzing this huge data should have deep 
understanding of where the data is coming from, what audience will be using this data and how that audience will be 
interpreting this information.  
The best way to address Data Quality issue by a tester is to ensure that the data is clean and this can be assured by 
performing functional testing.  
The data functional testing is performed to identify these data related issues which may be because of node 
configuration errors or coding errors. Thus testing of data is required at each stage so as to ensure that data is getting 
processed without any errors. 
Thus while performing functional testing using Hadoop  
Tester need to validate that data extraction is proper which can be achieved by comparing input data file against 
source data systems.  
Tester validates that data files are correctly loaded in database.  
Validate that data is properly replicated across all the nodes.  
Validating that after data processing the output report is generated.  
Validating the business logic on a standalone node and then on multiple nodes.  
Validating load in target system and also validating aggregation of data and data integrity.  
This can be achieved using data sampling strategies, where sampling needs to be done based on data requirements. 
Raw data is converted into desired format so as to compare with actual o/p data. Compare tools are to be used by 
testers to identify discrepancies in case of structured data. In case of semi structured data it should be converted to 
structured format and testers compare expected results with the actual results. Whereas in case of unstructured data, 
data is parsed into data blocks and the results are aggregated and validated against o/p data.  
Solution/Testing Approach to Node Failure Issues:  
As in Big Data environment in case of Hadoop architecture data is distributed across various nodes so there are 
chances of node failures like name node failure, data node failure and network failure. The new DataStax enterprise 
solution is capable of automatically recovering from node failures to proceed with the processing.  
So Failover testing is important area of focus in Big Data implementations so as to validate recovery process and to 
ensure that data processing is resumed properly when switched to some other node after node failure.  
Some validations that are to be tested during failover testing are no data corruption should occur because of name 
node failure, data recovery and replication is initiated when one of the data nodes fail or data becomes corrupted.  
Metrics captured during failover testing are Recovery Time Objective (RTO) and Recovery Point Objective (RPO) 
metrics. These metrics are to be studied by the testers for any issues.  
5. Conclusion and Future Scope 
7HVWLQJRI%LJGDWDFDQEHHIILFLHQWO\ LQFUHDVHG LIDOOY¶VRIELJGDWDFDQEH WHVWHGHIILFLHQWO\0DQ\PRUH WHVWLQJ
techniques can be applied for testing of response time, graphical user interface and customer requirements for data. 
Since big data is in unstructured, semi structured and structured format. So, anybody is unable to know the exact 
format of incoming of data in database. Unstructured data should be converted into semi structured and further 
converted into structured format. Many tools can be applied to test the format of data and its similarity with required 
format. Functional testing and incremental load testing are required to more efficiently testing of big data. 
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